Abstract-Providing independent uniform samples from a system population poses considerable problems in highly dynamic settings, like P2P systems, where the number of participants and their unpredictable behavior (e.g., churn, crashes etc.) may introduce relevant bias. Current implementations of the Peer Sampling Service are designed to provide uniform samples only in static settings and do not consider that biased samples can directly affect the correctness of algorithms relying on a uniformity property or be exploited by a malicious adversary to increase the effectiveness of its attacks to the system. In this paper we provide a practical solution to the biasing problem by deploying a fully distributed Peer Sampling Correction Module on top of a given, possibly biased, peer sampling service. Samples provided by the peer sampling service will be locally processed by this module, using computationally efficient hashing functions, before getting to the application. The effectiveness of our approach is evaluated through an extensive simulation-based study.
I. INTRODUCTION
Random Sampling is a common statistical practice concerned with the selection of individual observations intended to yield some knowledge about a population. Random sampling is a fundamental building block in the design of many different large scale distributed systems: selection of communication partners in gossip-based protocols [1] , clock synchronization [2] , slicing/ordering [3] , data caching in unstructured peer-to-peer networks [4] , distributed size estimation [5] , overlay network management [6] , publish/subscribe [7] , etc. This block is usually implemented by means of a peer sampling service (PSS) that is able to provide to running algorithms a continuous stream of samples. The correct behavior of the aforementioned algorithms is based on the ability of the PSS to provide a stream of independent uniform samples of the system membership despite churn, peer crashes and other events that can perturbate the system.
Guaranteeing uniform samples in a large scale distributed system is a difficult task: due to the sheer scale of such systems, maintaining on each node a complete view of the system membership from which random samples can be This paper has been partially funded by the DOTS-LCCI PRIN project of the Italian Ministry of Education, University, and Research. selected is unfeasible. Therefore, each node pertaining to the system can usually rely only on a limited membership view (local view) that can be updated at runtime [8] . The limited size of this view is potentially a source of bias: if a node is more represented than others in local views it could have a higher probability of being returned as a sample. This difficult task becomes a real challenge in a dynamic setting in which the system membership can change at any time.
Computing a uniform random sample takes time and the decision taken at some moment is always based on a system membership that could be outdated; reducing the sampling computation time is not a solution if it is obtained at the expenses of a loss of sampling accuracy.
The problem of providing uniform samples in systems with small views has been studied in distributed hash table (DHT) [9] and in unstructured overlay networks maintained by gossip protocols [10] . Both results prove that uniform sampling can be achieved during periods of quiescence (i.e., when churn ceases). Even though studying the notion of uniform peer sampling in a continuously evolving population does not make so much sense from a theoretical viewpoint, nevertheless it has a strong practical impact as in real settings churn or failures cannot be avoided.
As a consequence, current PSS implementations are not able to provide uniform samples in practice. This bias may result in poor performance of applications, congestion in underlying networks, sub-optimal utilization of storage resources, etc. Moreover, the bias can also give raise to security concerns: an hypothetical adversary that has access to the peer sampling service could exploit the bias to identify among the system participants the best candidates for an attack and consequently amplify the effectiveness of its malicious actions (target selection attack). Disrupting or taking control of these members can, in fact, cause major damages to the application with relatively little effort.
In this paper we introduce a Peer Sampling Correction Module that, when applied to an existing PSS, is able to reduce the bias in the stream of random samples exploiting tractable hashing functions such as linear transformations, MD5 and SHA1. The Peer Sampling Correction Module is constituted by a set of Samplers, similar to those introduced by Keidar et al. in [10] , that returns near uniform samples out of a data stream in which elements recur with an unknown bias. The stream is generated by the underlying PSS and a set of interconnected samplers continuously analyzes this stream to output periodically a set of uniform random samples that can be then used by other algorithms or applications.
The effectiveness of the Peer Sampling Correction Module is evaluated through an extensive set of simulations that show both convergence speed (time to deliver a near uniform sample) and the bias reduction in static and dynamic environments. The evaluation points out an interesting tradeoff between the bias reduction and the time taken to deliver two consecutive samples by the Peer Sampling Correction Module: the larger is the bias reduction, the heavier is the local computation. However our experimental results show that an effective bias reduction can be achieved by using computationally lightweight hashing functions. Moreover experiments show another interesting trade-off between the bias reduction and the number of inactive nodes in the stream of samples provided by the Peer Sampling Correction Module: higher reductions results in higher numbers of inactive nodes. However, the system can be configured to obtain the desired level of bias reduction and inactive nodes. In the extended vesion [11] of this work, we show the efficiency of the Peer Sampling Correction Module in a case study: to prevent the target selection attack.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces the architecture of the Peer Sampling Correction Module, while Section III contains its evaluation. Finally, Section IV discusses related works and Section V concludes the paper.
II. REDUCING BIAS IN SAMPLES DISTRIBUTION
The problem of uniformly sampling processes in a dynamic setting has been tackled in [10] for the first time. The authors introduced a distributed algorithm, together with its supporting architecture, that can be used to build and maintain a connected overlay network despite churn or failures and even in presence of corrupted (byzantine) processes. One of the fundamental components of this architecture is the Sampler that, exploiting min-wise independent permutations, is able to deliver a uniform sample out of a stream of biased samples. This component was designed to converge after a certain amount of samples observed on the incoming stream towards a single unbiased sample. While this property can be useful, as shown in [10] , to guarantee connectivity in presence of byzantine processes, algorithms depending on uniform peer samples periodically require new set of samples. Moreover, the practical applicability of the original Sampler poses non trivial problems due to the complexity of implementing efficiently min-wise independent permutations whose computational cost is exponential with respect to the size of the input [12] .
In this section we introduce a Peer Sampling Correction Module (PSCM) that can be deployed on top of a PSS to reduce the bias possibly present in the distribution of samples it returns. Exactly as the PSS does, our module periodically delivers a set of samples that can be used by distributed applications to update their local views. Moreover the PSCM can be practically deployed employing lightweight functions (e.g. linear transformations) greatly reducing the computational cost of the bias reduction with respect to the min-wise independent permutations.
A. Node Architecture
We consider a system constituted by a set of uniquely identified nodes whose size is finite but unknown. Nodes can join and leave the system at any time; the failure of a node is considered equivalent to a leave. Each node in the system implements the architecture depicted in Figure 1 . Each application process running on a node only has a limited knowledge of the system represented by a local view containing the identifiers of a subset of size V of other nodes. Each application process executes some local computation and exchanges messages through a communication infrastructure only with other siblings running on nodes whose identifiers are contained in its local view. Each application process during its lifetime can update the content of its local view requesting a new view to a Peer Sampling Service (PSS) [8] through the getView() function. Node identifiers contained in views returned by the PSS are supposed to be random samples of the system population. Though the selection of random sample could be affected by bias, the PSS returns random sample of the nodes effectively into the distributed system, i.e. if a node crashes or leaves the system, the PSS does not include anymore the node in each view.
The PSS is able to periodically provide updated views, obtained by some computation executed on an overlay network connecting the entire system. The overlay network is maintained by an Overlay Management Protocol (OMP) that can guarantee connectivity of the system despite churn or failures. Note that we are not interested in specifying the protocols employed by either the PSS or the OMP as long as they satisfy the requirements expressed above; however, PSSs and OMPs are often implemented as a single component [13] , [14] . Here we assume that the PSS can deliver a new view every ΔT P SS seconds.
minID ← i Figure 2 . The Sampler's pseudo-code [10] In order to avoid problems introduced by bias in peer sample distributions we introduce, between the PSS and the application processes, a Peer Sampling Correction Module (PSCM). Application processes interact directly with this block that offers them the same interface that the PSS provides.
B. The Peer Sampling Correction Module
The fundamental component of the PSCM is the Sampler [10] whose behavior is described by the pseudo-code in Figure 2 . Basically, the Sampler accepts as input views (i.e. biased sets of samples of size V ) returned by the PSS and produces a single sample as output. The pseudo-code of the Sampler is composed by three parts: a Reset() function that initializes the Sampler resetting the minID value and choosing at random a function h from a predefined set; a nextView() function that computes the sample minID with the minimum image h(minID) among samples observed since the last invocation of Reset(); finally the Sample() function the returns the current value of minID.
A relevant part of the pseudo-code is the invocation of randomF unction() that randomly chooses a function h from a family. Possible families of functions are:
More specifically, in 1) a and b are random values and p defines the size of the codomain of h. In particular p has to be as large as possible to minimize the probability of collisions among hash values. In 2) and 3) a is a random string concatenated with the identifier x. Consequently the initialization of a sampler lies in selecting some random values that will be used to compute h until a new Reset() is invoked. For the sake of simplicity in the following we assume that all samplers use function chosen within a same family in order to describe and analyze separately the behavior of each family of functions.
Another component of PSCM is the View Corrector (VC) presented in Figure 3 . The VC is composed by a set of V samplers, where V is the size of application processes' Finally, the complete architecture of the PSCM is showed in Figure 4 . It is composed by K VCs, each one able to return a set of samples with size V . A view selector is used to select the output of one VC at a time and use it as the output of the PSCM. The view selector is controlled by a Scheduler that periodically (with period ΔT ): 1) holds the set returned by the i-th VC invoking on it the function Hold()); 2) resets the i-th VC invoking on it the function ResetV C();
3) selects the value returned by the i-th VC as the return value of the PSCM; 4) increases i mod K. Application processes can get an updated view using the getView() function that returns a set of V samples output by the VC currently selected by the Scheduler through the View Selector.
III. EVALUATION
The aim of this section is to evaluate the behavior of the PSCM. More specifically, in the following we first analyze the ability of the VC component to provide uniform random samples and then we evaluate how much the PSCM can be configured to return updated view with a desired level of quality of bias reduction and with a desired period ΔT P SCM . Finally we present an evaluation of computational cost of a real implementation of the PSCM.
Test details: All the simulations were realized using PeerSim [15] on top of which we implemented a PSS able to return peer samples with a predefined bias. Tests simulate two different kind of scenarios: a static scenario and a dynamic one. In the first case, the network is static (i.e. no nodes are added/removed during simulations) while in the second one, the system suffers a continuous addition /removal of nodes.
In both cases, tests have been conducted simulating 1000 nodes and varying the shape of the distribution of samples returned by the PSS in order to simulate the presence of bias. In static scenario, the sample distribution of our biased PSS has been shaped as a Pareto distribution with parameter α varying in the set {0.269, 0.349, 0.901}. These values have been chosen to recreate a scenario where 40%, 10% and 0.5% (respectively) of the nodes have probability 80% of being returned as samples by the PSS 1 . Evaluation in a dynamic scenario was conducted running the PSCM in a setting where some nodes constitute a stable core (i.e. they remain in the system for the whole duration of the test) and other nodes are continuously replaced with a rate that has been varied in the various tests. In this scenario we modeled the biased PSS discarding node identifiers from the stream of IDs provided by a uniform PSS with a probability inversely proportional to the node age (i.e. younger nodes are more likely to be discarded). More specifically, an identifier is discarded by the stream with a probability P i = e −βai , where β is a parameter that describes the level of bias and a i represents the age of the node which identifier is i. This model is intended to simulate the behaviour of PSS based on view exchange techniques in a scenario characterized by strong churn. Reference values are represented by a scenario with perfectly 1 The model is coherent with results proposed in [16] . Moreover the behaviour of the system does not change so much modeling the bias by means of different distributions. Consequently, for lack of space, we don't include similar experimental results in the paper uniform samples. Each single result plotted in the following graphs has been obtained by averaging 300 values collected during a simulation run.
The behaviour of the PSCM and its components has been evaluated by considering the following metrics: Frequency: the frequency of a node at a certain time instant is the number of occurrences of its identifier in views of active processes. In an ideal setting all processes should have a same value of frequency; this implies that views returned by the PSCM contain, indeed, uniform random samples. Uniformity Error: it represents the average standard deviation of the ratio between the frequency of each correct process and the frequency of the same process in presence of ideal sampling where each node has the same frequency F . In an ideal setting this value should be zero, i.e. the peer samples are perfectly uniform. Practically, obtaining this perfect uniform sampling is impossible and also pseudo-random uniform number generators show an Uniformity Error different from zero. Convergence Time: it represents the number of distinct views provided by the PSS that a VC has to evaluate before being able to provide a view with a desired Uniformity Error. Note that, given the frequency at which the PSS is able to provide views, this figures gives a rough idea of the time needed to the VC to provide a set of unbiased samples.
The evaluation of the PSCM has been conducted in three phases. Firstly, in order to understand the behaviour of the VC submodule, we tested a PSCM containing a single VC (K = 1). In this scenario we evaluated how much the bias present in samples returned by the PSS is reduced with time and how much time it takes to the VC to reach a desired level of Uniformity Error using different function families for its internal samplers.
Secondly, we evaluated the impact of churn on the PSCM considering different node replacement rates. More specifically the aim of this phase was evaluating the distribution of samples provided by a VC in a dynamic setting where nodes are continuously added/removed. This study was conducted analyzing the number of inactive nodes in the view of active ones and the behavior of the bias in random samples produced by VCs.
Finally, we evaluated the PSCM as a whole, analyzing its configurability and computational cost. In order to do this, we implemented a PSCM leveraging standard Java SE Security APIs and then analyzed its behavior changing the number of VCs and their resetting frequency. Moreover, we evaluated the percentage of CPU time spent by the PSCM in the time interval between two consecutive views provided by the underlying PSS.
All the tests, unless stated otherwise in the text, were conducted simulating a system with 1000 nodes and representing a biased PSS through views characterized by a Pareto distribution with shape 0.269.
A. Evaluation of the View Corrector in a static setting
In this first phase of our evaluation we want to investigate if a VC is able to reduce the Uniformity Error of biased samples produced by the PSS and, consequently, the obtainable level of the bias reduction that it is able to provide. This investigation is conducted in a static setting where the set of nodes participating to the system does not change. Note that the notion of time present in the graph is directly linked to frequency at which the PSS is able to deliver new views, i.e. each time tick on the graph is equal to ΔT P SS seconds of real time. The curves depicted in the graph show how the MD5 and SHA-1 families of functions are able to provide a Uniformity Error that is close to the one characterizing an ideal PSS that employs pseudo-random functions to select samples among the set of currently active nodes. The curves perfectly overlaps after T ime = 150. The linear transformation family, in the same scenario, delivers a remarkably small Uniformity Error, but it stabilizes at an asymptotic value that is larger than the one provided by MD5 and SHA-1. These results are confirmed by the graph in Figure 6 where the Frequencies of nodes are shown; the results refer to a system that has reached a steady state, i.e. a system where the VC has converged to its final output (after the evaluation of 200 biased views). The curves show how the presence of the VC is able to drastically reduce the level of bias that becomes similar, for MD5 and SHA-1 families, to the one provided by an ideal uniform PSS where each process has the same frequency F . Let us now analyze more in detail the dependency of the Uniformity Error from the level of bias present in samples provided by the PSS and the size of local views. For the sake of simplicity we present only results related to linear transformations and MD5 2 . Figure 7 reports the Uniformity Error that can be obtained using linear transformations (Figure 7(a) ) and MD5 (Figure 7(b) ) varying the view size. The curves show that, in both cases, the Uniformity Error decreases more rapidly when the size of local views is increased and confirms that only MD5 is able to reach an Uniformity Error similar to one introduced by an ideal uniform PSS. This result outlines the important role that the local view size has on the time needed by VCs to converge to a desired level of Uniformity Error. Figure 8 reports the impact of different levels of bias (e.g. different shapes for the Pareto distribution used to simulate bias in samples) on the performance of the VC and on time it needs to converge to a desired level of Uniformity Error. The curves show that increasing the level of bias has a negative impact on the time needed to converge, but does not affect the final result, i.e. the asymptotical Uniformity Error. This result outlines the need to accurately characterize the bias present in samples in order to correctly infer the convergence time for the VCs. Indeed, this time value is a fundamental parameter to correctly configure the PSCM and, more specifically, the number K of VCs needed in the PSCM itself.
B. Evaluation of the View Corrector under Churn
This section describes the behaviour of the VC in a dynamic setting where churn is present. We considered a system composed by two sets of nodes: a stable core, constituted by 10% of the nodes in the system, and the set containing the remaining nodes that are continuously replaced at a fixed rate (i.e. the level of churn). This model simulates a scenario where the PSS is not able to react properly to dynamism and returns with high frequency old nodes, while younger ones are only rarely returned.
In this setting we expect views returned by the PSCM to contain a number of outdated samples caused by nodes that left the system. This number will increase as the churn level is raised. The presence of outdated samples causes a reduction of the average Frequency of nodes as shown in Figure 9 . The graph reports the Frequency distribution after 300 time ticks considering different levels of churn (respectively 0.5%, 2.5% and 5% of nodes replaced per time unit) using linear transformations 3 . While the Frequencies for the ideal case are uniformly spread among a mean that is equal to the view size, as the churn level is increased Frequencies begins to shift toward the left side of the graph: this means that a larger number of nodes do not survive enough time in the system to appear in other node views. Interestingly, this fact has a counterintuitive effect on the Uniformity Error. Figure 10 reports the evolution of Uniformity Error with time; the curves show how, after an initial transient state, the Uniformity Error decreases more rapidly with larger levels of churn. This behaviour is a consequence of the shift of Frequency toward values closer to 0. Clearly, the curves reported in this graph show only part of the story: a larger level of churn reduces the Uniformity Error, but this is paid with larger amounts of Table II outdated samples contained in the views returned by the PSCM. The PSCM gets rid of these samples periodically when VCs are reset, thus the period of reset can be tuned to reduce this issue. Table I reports the percentage of outdated samples present in views assuming that a VC is reset every SN time ticks. A correct estimation of the sampling number SN is thus fundamental to identify a good tradeoff between the Uniformity Error and the percentage of outdated samples reported by the PSCM in a setting characterized by the presence of churn.
C. Evaluation of the Peer Sampling Correction
In this section we evaluate the computational cost of the PSCM, with a number K > 1 of VCs, and we show how it is possible to configure this service to produce new views with a desired level of the Uniformity Error at a specific rate.
Firstly, starting from the results shown in previous section we know that it is possible, given a specific scenario (i.e. a precise characterization of the samples bias), calculate the number of biased views that a VC has to evaluate in order to converge to a target Uniformity Error. This number can be used to guide the realization of the whole PSCM. More specifically, the period ΔT P SCM at which the PSCM can deliver updated unbiased views is defined as
This formula directly follows from the architecture depicted in Section II-B where the scheduler resets the VCs using a round-robin procedure. In this way the time interval between two consecutive ResetV C() invocations on the same VC is K * ΔT P SCM . Due to the fact that we want this time to be greater than SN * ΔT P SS , the previous formula follows. Using this formula we can choose the number of VCs K that we need to obtain a desired update frequency of unbiased views. In particular, in order to obtain ΔT = ΔT P SS (i.e. obtain unbiased views at the same rate of views delivered by the underlying PSS), we must configure the PSCM composed with a number of VCs K = SN .
Finally, to evaluate the computational cost of this kind of configuration we used a 2GHz Intel Core Duo PC where we ran an implementation of PSCM realized using the Java SE Security API for the MD5 and SHA-1 functions. We configured the PSCM with SN = 150 and view size 100. This kind of configuration requires 15000 computations of the hashing functions and in table II we present a summary of the percentage of CPU Time spent by the PSCM when the underlying PSS provides a new view each time interval ΔT P SS = 10s. These results show how it is possible to compute a huge number of functions using very small computational time, particularly considering linear transformations. The trade-off between computational cost and efficiency in bias remotion justifies the employment of the linear transformation when we want to develop a light version of PSCM or when we have only machines with limited resources. Conversely, if more computational resources are available, more complex hashing functions like MD5 and SHA-1 can provide application with smaller levels of Uniformity Error.
IV. RELATED WORK
On the uniformity of samples in a network: Getting uniform sample in a network can be done through random walk [5] , [6] and DHT [9] as well as gossiping. However the correctness of random walk-based sampling depends on the network topology. If actual topology is different from the assumed one, then the sample produced by the random walks may be far to be uniform [6] , [16] . Let us remark that there are no study in the direction of making sampling based on random walk and on DHT resilient to byzantine attacks.
From the performance viewpoint, there are some papers in the literature that discuss unexpected performance behaviors exhibited when the PSS does not deliver anymore uniform samples [2] , [7] . For example, in [2] , the authors show how the bias introduced by the PSS can create a core of processes acting like a central cluster or an hub. The presence of this cluster could, in principle, create some benefits for the applications: the cluster is usually formed by peers that participate to the system computation for long periods of time, thus increasing the overall topology robustness. However, the presence of this cluster causes undesired behaviors as well: nodes within this cluster are usually the target of a large number of application messages, leading to load unbalance within the application and possibly to link congestions.
Peer Sampling Services resilient to byzantine attacks: The problem of designing peer sampling with small local views resilient to byzantine attack is a recent branch of research and it has been addressed only for peer sampling services based on gossiping [10] , [17] . Many works on byzantine membership based on gossiping have either considered static settings where the full membership is known at all [18] , [19] or focused on maintaining full local view [20] , [21] rather than samples.
Keidar et al. in [10] propose a gossip-based protocol able to realize an uniform peer sampling service with small views in presence of byzantine processes. They formally prove that their solution is able to guarantee an uniform random sampling when churn into the system stops. Moreover they employ Samplers, such as we do in this paper, to be resilient to different kind of attacks by byzantine processes. Compared to their work, we take a practical approach to the realization of a peer sampling by working on the top of a possibly biased peer-sampling service with the aim of reducing such a bias on-the-fly and without stopping churn.
V. CONCLUSION The paper has introduced a Peer Sampling Correction Module (PSCM) that is able to reduce the bias of sampling through a simple and fully decentralised solution without additional costs in terms of communication. The module is based on interconnection of samplers similar to the ones presented in [10] and on the usage of well-known hashing functions.
Through an experimental analysis, we have evaluated the behavior of the PSCM. First, we have studied the level of bias reduction reached by a View Corrector (VC) using different function families. Results have shown how MD5 and SHA-1 provide a Uniformity Error that is close to the one provided by an ideal PSS. Then, we have analyzed the distribution of samples provided by a VC in a dynamic setting: the proposed solution is shown to be configurable to obtain an high level of bias reduction also under a continuous arrival and departure of nodes. Finally, we have evaluated the PSCM as a whole: results have pointed out an interesting trade-off between the reduction of bias and the computational cost of this reduction at each node.
Let us finally remark that having a uniform peer sampling can be very effective towards some specific attack [11] , [21] .
In [11] we analyze how an application, working on the top of a biased peer sampling service, can be defeated easily by an adversary, executing a target selection attack, due to its capacity to select a small number of targets that can produce a great damage to the application. We show how the PSCM can largely mitigate the effect of a target selection attack also using just a few samplers and lightweight hash function (e.g. linear transformation).
